TES is trying to provide a solution to know if the course has already been evaluated across the system. There’s a memo from 2015 from President Lassner where he wanted a single transcript evaluation database and that an external course is evaluated only once.

Hae has been working with CollegeSource (Vendor) who provides TES (application) to modify it for UH so that a transcript evaluator can see with as few keystrokes as possible 1. if an external course has been evaluated at any of our campuses and 2. if so, what it looks like.

ITS/Banner team has been working on the technical data transfers at this time, but the hope is that in a month or so, we will need campus representation to start helping design the interface. A current mock up could look like this:
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So that in one screen you can see the college (CSULA), course is ENGL 1004 with catalog description, and who within our system has evaluated it - the box on the right and what they evaluated it as.

What this then provides UH is what agreements we might make: For example, if 3 of the 7 CC already evaluated it - will the other 4 just accept? Or if 4 of the 10 have already evaluated it and there’s agreement, then we either all accept or send to a faculty team (maybe the English Team) and evaluate, in which case, the
check marks on the other side (request Eval) and, if submitted, they would receive something like the following:

The CSULA description and then their campus description to make a determination.
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